
 

Questions from Parents about the FSA 

1. How many times can a student listen to an audio question? 

Based on the FSA practice test, we believe that the students may listen to the audio questions an unlimited 
number of times.  Nothing has been published by the FLDOE that contradicts the practice test protocol. 

 
2. On a multi-select question, if 3 choices are required to accurately answer a question, and a student misses one, 

will there be partial credit? 
No partial credit will be given for these questions.  Students must answer the entire question accurately in order 
to receive credit. 

 
3. Will paper and pencil be allowed for “Scratch Work” on the math portion of the test or will the “Scratch Paper” 

work be done on the computer? 
 
4. How are the teachers supposed to teach this when the full information is still not known? 

The teachers know the standards upon which the test is based and they have been teaching the standards all 
year.  Unknown information is centered on details of the testing format and scoring.  More answers are being 
released about the format of the test each week.  To remain updated, please refer to the FLDOE website. 

 
5. Are the children practicing these new types of questions?  I have not seen any homework or classwork yet with 

these types of questions. 
Although there is no technology available for purchase, students have been practicing the analytical thinking and 
processes needed to answer the various types of questions using paper/pencil activities.  For English Language 
Arts classes, the current book adoption also provides practice opportunities for multi-select questions. 

 
6. How can we better understand the scoring, including any weighted averages, etc.? 

Scoring the writing test will be based on the rubrics; additional details about scoring the math or reading/ELA 
tests are not available at this time. 

 
7. Is this a pass or fail test? 

Like FCAT, middle school students will receive a proficiency, or College Readiness score. 
 

8. Why on earth do they not make typing courses mandatory for students? 
With free resources online that teach typing, every student can practice at home or at the public library.  There 
are no longer any required typing standards in Florida.  However, with public opinion and feedback, this could 
change. 

 
9. Will teachers tell individual students what they need to work on to prepare for the upcoming test? 

All instruction in math and reading/ELA classrooms is based on the standards.  Teachers provide feedback on 
classwork and quarterly online progress-monitoring assessments.  Contact your child’s teacher for more 
information. 

 
10. How can we better prepare? 

As concerned parents, we appreciate this question and all you are doing to support the teachers and staff at 
Meadowlawn Middle School.  Encourage your child to take their learning and this test seriously.  Make sure they 
have the supplies they need and that they are here on time every day.  Motivate them and reward them as they 
do their best.  Help them reflect on their learning progress and set small goals for improvement.  Provide the 
proper nutrition and sleep.  And finally, if your child is struggling, please take advantage of the assistance 
provided after school and on Saturdays.   
 
 
 


